Ways of Classifying

Three possible ways to classify sports:
1. By price: expensive, cheap, free
2. By number of players: team, two-player, alone (one-player)
3. By location: sea, countryside, city

For each of the following topics, think of three different ways the topic could be classified.

1. Topic: Friends
Ways to divide the topic:
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Topic: Mobile technology
Ways to divide the topic:
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Topic: Houses
Ways to divide the topic:
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

4. Topic: Study habits
Ways to divide the topic:
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

5. Topic: Department stores
Ways to divide the topic:
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Classification paragraph/essay terminology
1) is/are a kind of = Bananas are a kind of a kind of fruit.
2) can be divided into = Energy can be divided into two types: renewable and non-renewable.
3) are (?) types of = There are three popular types of movie: action, romantic, and science fiction.
4) belongs to = The Ipad belongs to the category of mobile technology.
5) is a part of = A chair is a part of the category of household furniture.
6) fits into = Avatar fits into the category of fantasy movie.

Write four sentences of your own using the terminology above

1. __________________________________________________________________________________________
2. __________________________________________________________________________________________
3. __________________________________________________________________________________________
4. __________________________________________________________________________________________